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Abstract: 

 This Bachelors thesis is dedicated to a comparison of three early medieval 

settlements Roztoky near Prague, Groβ Strömkendorf and Raškov (Raškov I, Raškov II and 

III). All these localities are from several areas which were occupied by the Slavs. Such an 

ethnical interpretation is meeting with several difficulties. Those are covered within the thesis. 

One of the main problems is identification of archaeological culture with certain ethnical 

group. The sites are dated between half of the 5
th

 century and the beginning of the 9
th

 century. 

The main interest is given to semi-sunken huts, which prevail on all mentioned sites. The 

thesis contains their close analysis which compares their basic parameters as theirs shape and 

size, orientation, placement and heating system type); it also includes possible constructions 

of houses walls and roofs. Concrete evidence of usage of certain construction elements 

(preserved wood remains, houses damaged by fire, placement of slope pits, interior house 

equipment) is also included. For this purpose there was also used information from other early 

medieval sites and information gained by experimental reconstruction of two houses from 

Březno near town Louny. I have also tried to describe some problems which are connected to 

research of the early medieval settlements. Dating is usually based on chronological systems. 

Those systems are created on pottery basis, which comes from filling of semi-sunken huts. 

This could have been considered as secondary waste. Usually, it is not possible to determine if 

finds document period of origin, usage period or time of extinction. It could also determine if 

it could be a filling intrusion. There is an interesting site comparison of used dating methods 

and their following influence on possibilities of the further research in this regard. If we think 

about the massive amount of semi-sunken huts, we can question their function and character 

of the settlements as a whole. An option to connect the houses with concrete special function 

rise only seldom. It can be difficult to answer the question concerning structure of those sites 

due to the character of settlements finds. Should houses be dated by standard method (created 

on pottery basis) we cannot be ever sure of their simultaneous existence. I also tried to 

describe dynamics of development of these settlements. 


